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Abstract 

Diasporic writing is the reflection of the expatriate experience in a multicultural society and its traumatic 

aspects faced by expatriate beyond native land. In context to Caribbean world, socio-political diversities and 

different cultural ethos create cultural crisis. The crisis of living in borrowed culture affects the vision of 

immigrants and their search of cultural identity remains elusive. The present paper is an attempt to analyze the 

cultural and traditional values which a diaporic person inherits from his root culture and strive to represent 

them in the alien land in order to assert his cultural identity. Selected texts of Naipaul focus on religious 

predilection, such as ritual, rites and social ceremonies to justify author’s affinity with his older as well as new 

culture. This paper will also highlight the disparity between eastern and western world and explore the cultural 

impact on the characters towards shaping one’s character and developing sensibility.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

History unveils the truth about the man primal search for an identity. This primal search becomes more intense 

in context of migrated communities when it is associated with social and religious security in an alien land. In 

Caribbean land, People of Indian diasporic-origin were always inclined to their root cultural values and 

traditional practices for attaining social identity in among other ethnic groups in order to assert their religious 

identity. Caribbean land was a land of multiple ethnicities where the cultural crisis was prevalent as every 

community used to prove one‟s cultural superiority among them by practicing their unique rituals to assert their 

identity. They witness western culture which lacking in many respects including social, philosophical and 

intellectual perspectives that dampens them to get perfect basis for life. So these ethnic groups looked back to 

their old cultural-roots to take aspiration and thoughts to life. In the context of Indian diaspora, this experience 

of going back to cultural practices fulfill a profound emotional need to these migrated people. Migrated 

throughout history have always feels the need to identify with their old culture, “This sense of the identification 

with an ancestral culture becomes all the more important …. Art and Literature….Indian who settled in 

Caribbean came from that Gangetic plain which produced Indian religious heroes such as lord Rama , Krishna, 

Budha and Mahabira, whom the Indian regard the incarnations of God” [1]. 
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II.DISCUSSION 

Naipaul‟s some fictional works clearly delineate the „Cultural Crisis‟ of an alien land and shows his ambivalent 

outlook towards root culture and adopted culture as well. He understands the importance of Indian cultural 

values as he was the part of a strict Brahmin family, but being brought up in Western World also transformed 

his self into a English gentleman; as a consequence, his sensibility  seems diluted towards Indian and Western 

self. His minute description of Indian cultural practices reflects his Indianness, but Western self does not justify 

it. His fictional characters revolve around these socio-religious ambience and create a Hindu world; socio-

cultural predilections that help shaping their attitudes in life as an Eastern while he also distances as a westerner.  

The depictions of Hindu religious practices are persistent in Naipaul‟s A House for Mr. Biswas. Since the 

beginning, the text creates a Hindu world of ritual ceremonies. The purificatory rites after the birth of 

protagonist, the following lines clearly delineate the perfect picture of Indian religious practices and Naipaul‟s 

hidden Indian sensibility, “He undid his red bundle and took out his astrological almanac, a sheaf of loose thick 

leaves, long and narrow, between boards…The pundit lifted a leaf, read a little, wet his forefingers on his tongue 

and lifted another leaf” [2] (HMB 12). Biswas and his creator, Naipaul share a common inner conflict as they 

both seem inquisitive about the existence of God as Biswas asks, “is there any God?” He searches for a meaning 

of life, but unable to find answer.  But, in later part of the novel, Biswas‟s idealistic philosophy about God is a 

sign of his faith in supreme power when he replies to his son, Anand “who is your father? Biswas says, “…God 

is your Father”(p.291). 

Naipaul‟s has described prevalent religious practices of Hindu culture in the novel.  It presents Tulsi family that 

always follows most of the dogmas practiced in Hinduism with strict patterns. They believe in the caste system 

and consider it with utmost importance to the maintenance of the social order and opposes to the converts and 

changes at the stake of religion. Caste and blood (family) is given profound reverence. As a guardian of Hindu 

culture, Mrs. Tulsi advocates the adherence of such cultural practices and is respected, “… among Hindus as a 

pious, conservative, landowning family (p.81). Following the strict pattern and religious importance in choosing 

a pair, she prefers only those who fulfill their caste-criteria in the family. She accepts Mr. Biswas as a son-in-

law for the family because he belongs to the proper caste. She preserves and follows the principles and tradition 

established by her husband pundit Tulsi in past as she says to Mr. Biswas about the priority would have given by 

pundit Mr. Tulsi, “I can just look at you and see that you come from good blood” (p.96). 

Naipaul belongs to a Brahmin family. His childhood passes in observing Hindu religious practices. These 

religious practices and the reminiscences of ritual entrenched in him so deep that they later provide him a strong 

background to the theme of his works. Hanuman House is confluence of religious practices and dogmas. Tulsi 

house has, “many status of Hindu God…in the prayer room. There was no furniture at all, the ground was of 

course sacred, and… found the smell of incense and sandalwood” (p.105). Western life style does not shadow 

their faith is culture. Regular morning-evening prayer could easily reflect the inherent indianess in them as 

Owas, the youngest son of the family performs,  “He had been doing morning puja with his small dhoti small 

vest, beads and miniature caste-marks he looked like a toy holy man” (p.132).  In A House for Mr. Biswas, 

Mohan‟s early education for learning ritual practices to become a pundit resembles the similar experience in the 
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family of the author. See Prasad Naipaul, author‟s father trained as a pundit and learned both English and Hindi. 

Reading his father‟s stories, Naipaul as a Hindu Brahmin, speculates these practices are, “Hindu reverence for 

learning and the word, awakened by the beginning of an English education and a Hindu, religious training that 

spilled „the desire to be a writer‟” [3]. Tulsi family reflects an orthodox Indian family for its social practices 

including strict patterns: respect for ceremonies, no education for girls; child has not freedom to pick the spouse 

of choice. But, under western impact, later, Tulsi also compromises with many of her earlier practiced dogmas 

which also reflects Western influence on Naipaul‟s life and unveil his diluted sensibility towards his root-culture 

and alien-culture.  Later, Mr. Biswas advocates education of girls, the abolition of the institution of child brides, 

and favour the freedom of choice in selection of spouses indicates the Western impact in their life. Tulsi‟s move 

to send her two sons abroad for education and Biswas‟s wish to send Anand and Savi abroad for studies reflects 

author‟s western outlook. This cricis can be noticed in one of his non-fiction in which Naipaul admits his 

ambivalent approach towards Eastern and Western culture, “India is not my home and cannot be my home; and 

yet I cannot reject it of be indifferent to it….I am at once too close and too far” [4]. This revelation signifies 

author‟s partly subconscious origin in which he finds himself helpless to reject.    

The creation of „Hanuman house‟ deeply associated with author‟s subconscious image that itself reflected via 

Hindu epic Ramayana. This name Hanuman does not only symbolize the name of god but stands for love, 

devotion and strength.  In the most critical time, Anand, son of Biswas, chanting mantras, “Rama Rama Sita 

Rama Rama Rama Sita Rama” confirms author‟s subconscious approach to the myth. In an another instance, W. 

C Tuttle, a teacher in the novel, clearly reflects the influence of Indian religion upon him as in his room, “the 

readers of W.C Tuttle put up a large framed print of goddess Laxmi in the drawing room and offered up his own 

prayer before it every evening” (p.486). Apart from them, the names of the characters have direct influence of 

Hindu culture. Biswas‟s childhood name Mohan symbolizes the nick name of God Krishna. The name of Tulsi, 

the head of the family signifies the name of most reverential in Indian context as Tulsi, a reverential plant 

symbolizes for purification of surrounding and is believed to bring good luck to the family.  Biswas‟s pre-

decided name for his daughter as Laxmi, and the name of pandit Hari also have symbolical references as well. 

Naipaul‟s childhood memories shaped his sensibilities to his life. He gives a reference to a Katha arranged by 

his grandfather earlier in the family. This katha‟ obviously reminds the rich powerful origin of Aryan and their 

connectivity with these ritual in past that reflects the deep rooted Hinduism around him, “My grandmother 

wished to have a katha‟ said, and she wished to have it said under pipal tree. There was only one pipal tree in the 

island... and one Sunday morning, we all sat under papal tree, Aryan ritual, of another contingent and age, a few 

hundred yards from the Governors house” [5].    

A House for Mr. Biswas also presents a creative transformation of „Four Cycles‟ of life that a Hindu has to 

perform from his life to death. Biswas‟s life can be symbolically interpreted under this cycle of four stages as 

prescribed in Indian scriptures and is believed to follow in Indian culture. The first stage is Upnayana (teaching 

stage when a child leaves home for learning). Likewise, Mohan Biswas goes to learn Sanskrit to pundit Jairam. 

Then, Biswas goes for next stage Vivaha (Marriage, Grahasta jeevan) to Tulsi house and marries with Shama 

and later involve in family responsibilities. Then, the two remaining stages of life are Vanprastha and last 

Sanyasa. In which first stands for “going to forest for attaining knowledge” and later signifies a “seeking for 
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salvation”. Biswas‟s struggling life at „Chase and Green vale‟ signifies a secluded life, while, his remained life 

in Sikkim Street bring him some peaceful days. Though, in last time, he lives with the family, but without 

children especially without Anand and Savi (whom he has more attachment), and later dies. Thus, he undergoes 

four stages and achieve success partially yet remained as the part of it. The situation is quite similar to the Kripal 

Singh, in The Mimic Men when, as he declares himself free, “… from one cycle of events. It gives me joy to 

find that in so doing I have also fulfilled the four fold division of life prescribed by our Aryan ancestors. I have 

been student, house holder and man of affairs, recluse” [6]. 

A House for Mr. Biswas also symbolizes cultural crisis in form of character‟s ambivalent approach to life. It can 

be said that Naipaul picks some characters as his mouthpiece to reflect persistent cultural differences in the lives 

of them or in his life as well or to a way to justify his western superiority. W C Tuttle is one of such type of 

characters who is depicted as a follower of two cultural ethos- eastern and western. In his life, Hindu religious 

practices are common, “In his room the photograph W C Tuttle, naked expects for dhoti; sacred thread and caste 

marks, head shorn except for the top knot, sat cross legged, fingers bunched delicately on his upturned soles and 

meditated with closed eyes” (p.486). This description is true reflection of Indian Hindu-Brahmin sensibility and 

daily performed activities.  But later, W C Tuttle‟s changed self makes him the practitioner of double culture as 

it is in context of Naipaul. It does not merely describe the fusion of two different cultural-ethos, but also focuses 

on Author‟s dilemma to tangle himself between the two diverse traditions. The following picture just next in 

Tuttle‟s room depicts him as an advocator of western tradition; his followed discipline justifies him as a 

complete image of an English gentleman, “Tuttle stood in jacket, trousers, collar tie, hat, one well shoot foot on 

the running board of a motorcar, laughing, his gold tooth brilliantly revealed” (p.487). Following the two 

culture, later author reveals the caricature which unveiled his own truth when he calls this “the blending East 

and West” (p.487). There are many other instances in the novel which reflects the impact of western tradition on 

the Hindu abounding Tulsi family. The influence of western tradition, life style and growing aspiration for new 

change defines it clearly as they turn themselves into westerner by involving all type of works and professions 

which generally avoided by diasporic people long back. Despite having an established estate business, Tulsi 

moves to send her sons Owad and Shekar abroad for further studies clarifies western pursuit for power and 

status. Indian orthodox system for selecting spouses was later changes into freedom of ideas when the eldest son 

of family, Shekhar picks a pabystrian girl for marriage. Later,Tulsi agrees her most loving daughter, Shama‟s 

marriage conducts in a registry office in place of grand ritual ceremony as generally happen in Indian context. 

This change also signifies the inclination of displaced people towards modern tradition of West. Even Biswas‟s 

wish to send his son Anand and daughter Savi for higher studies describe the western impact. Wearing crucifix 

around their necks, burning candles in Roman church, speaking different languages at home including 

conversion of Hindi expression Mai, Baap into English as Daddy and Mummy signify the western impact in 

their life.  

The theme of mysticism also crawls in one of the works of Naipaul as an attempt to synthesize the East and 

West which finally leaves his characters stranded. Mysticism signifies as Hindu desire to the attainment of God 

and spiritual reality. In some respect, Mysticism can be seen as a higher truth beyond every common man‟s 

reach. In Hindu, this mysticism placed very high and is regarded with utmost reverence. In Indian culture, the 
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offering ceremonies to God, ritual and other practices reflect the Indian desire to obtain higher truth about 

human being; its origin and all about the God the supreme power of the universe.  In Indian context the higher 

truth about God has always become an inquisitive search of its Rishis (saint), yogis and maharishis, prophets‟ 

produces by Hinduism. In every provinces of the Indian country has produced intellectual giant, poets and 

saints. Even now, Indian abounds in Rishis, philosophers, saint, and high intellectuals, who throw light on the 

notion of mysticism that in actual is higher truth about human being. About Hinduism it is believed that, “some 

mysterious power has preserved them. Some invisible force has protected them. That power protected them 

forever” [7]. Oxford dictionary defines, “mysticism the belief that knowledge of God can be found through 

prayer and contemplation” [8]. While Cambridge encyclopedia defines mysticism as, “The spiritual quest in any 

religion for the most direct experience of God. Characteristically mysticism concentrates on prayer, mediations, 

contemplation, and fasting, so as to  produce the attitude necessary for what is believed  to be a direct encounter 

with God” [9].  In the novel The Mystic Masseur, author synthesizes East and West with the notion of 

mysticism, which is an integral part of the text and its title. Like religious practices and beliefs, mysticism 

pervades the minds of Hindus as Evelyn Underhill defines Mysticism is, “. . . the art of union with reality and 

the mystic as a person who has attained that union in greater of lesser degree; or who aims at and believes in 

such attainments” [10].  The experience of Ganesh in the world signifies his strong faith in Hinduism and his 

shelter in mysticism during the time of difficulty. This text also highlights author‟s inner truth and his cognitions 

about Indian spiritual insight. Like other characters, Ganesh also struggles for an identical image in alien 

Trinidad and for battling with his consciousnesses to know about life, he resort to mysticism to learn the higher 

truth to get relief from worldly pain. Ganesh came back to Port of Spain to attend his father cremation and find 

Ram Logan, a shopkeeper who lives with his father at last time. Ganesh fathers‟ earlier expertise in masseur 

soon becomes aspiration for Ganesh and he decides to heal people by massage. Later, Ganesh realizes the 

miracle of mystic power around him. The first acquaintance with a man named Stewart, who becomes the first 

inspiration to Ganesh for enlightenment to higher reality. Mr. Stewart is anxious to know about the problems of 

Ganesh. Stewart suggests that there are some ways for spiritual   healing, which can prove fruitful in one‟s life. 

Ganesh‟s first lesson of mediation brings him close to mystic conscience. Stewart says, “Don‟t think you are 

wasting your time meditating; he said. „I know the things that are worrying you, and I think one day you may 

find the answer. One day even bring it all out in a book” [11] (MM p.30) The above description symbolizes a 

western faith in meditation and its powerful impact on one‟s life. Stewart also emphasizes   on spiritual healing 

in Ganesh, “…you must find your own spiritual rhythm before you start doing anything” (p.30). The novel 

provides an Eastern mind-set towards life. In contrast, it also reveals author‟s western insight to examine the 

complicated mystery through his new alien influences; while, the characters thirst and quest remain intact.  At 

the death of Ganesh‟s father, aunt, the Great Belcher philosophy reflects a higher truth of man‟s life, “one day 

somebody dead and you cry. Two days later, somebody married, and then you laugh” (p.41). And the process of 

life continues; this reality of life helps Ganesh to grasp the inner truth of life and provides a lesson for higher 

knowledge.  

A complex Hindu consciousness is a persist evident in The Mystic Masseur, in which Ganesh finds spiritual 

guidance of Mahatma Gandhi and in the teaching of scriptures like Gita that is embodied with the concept of 
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mysticism. In the novel, Gandhi‟s spiritual guidance and teaching of Gita along with mysticism become the path 

finder for Ganesh; it also provides a meaning to unify the character with their social environment.  The text 

provides ample clues where Ganesh goes to Gandhian concept of life. CudJoe points out that, “For Gandhi, the 

most important principle of Gita is the idea of desirelessness, which culminates in the attainment of self-

realization of freedom. But though the concept of self-realization or freedom involves complete indifference 

toward the rewards of ones actions…” [12]. Ganesh inclined to mystic power for self-realization and freedom. 

He finds himself helpless to escape from desirelessness from material goods. But teachings of Gita and its 

message deeply influence Ganesh and he explores by reading again and again, “…with fuller appreciation, the 

dialogue between Arjuna and Krishna on the field of battle…it gave new direction to his reading” (p.102). At 

the rising quest in Ganesh for mysticism, his aunt the Great Belcher gives him some old manuscript  of his 

uncle, in which, “…some in Sanskrit, some in Hindi; some were on paper, some of palm strips” (p.106). These 

all events and facts are responsible to help shaping up the mind of Ganesh to be a perfect mystic; he follows the 

most prominent message of teaching of Gita: “desirelessness” in the protagonist, “His main point was that desire 

was a source of misery and therefore desire ought to be suppressed. ….at other times he said that happiness was 

only possible if you cleaned your mind of desire and looked yourself as part of life, just a tiny link in the vast 

chain of creation” (p.150). 

One thing that the text briefly highlights is the wish of Ganesh to go for such practices which could alleviate his 

people‟s suffering. He advises to them the practices of yoga and teaches how to be familiar with natural power 

and beauty in order to attain piece. In this way, Ganesh takes complete resort to Indian dedicational practice. 

„Yoga‟ is a Hindu system of mediation and self-control based Hindu philosophy. When people understand the 

yoga, the noble feeling generates in them, “Lie down on the dry grass and feel life growing out from the rocks 

and earth beneath you, through you, and upwards. Look at the clouds and sky when it is not hot and feel that you 

are part of all that feel that everything else is extension of you” (p.150). Ganesh follows the path of his spiritual 

guide Mahatma Gandhi, who throughout life spends the life of a spiritual inspirator, who lives with a strict 

principle of simple living and high thinking. Ganesh simple attire of Dhoti and turban is “a step to follow 

Gandhian path with regular Teaching to its people. CudJoe points out, “…Gandhi‟s attempt to synthesize the 

dichotomy between western and Hindu culture, which lay at the heart of his greatness, is also Ganges‟s central 

concern during Trinidad‟s transitional period” [12]. Gandhi‟s synthesis become aspiration to Ganesh as he wants 

to become his disciple as in earlier. The greatness of Gandhi capacity to synthesize east and west culture is 

describes the W.C Stace, who observes: “The  secret of Gandhi is that, although his basic inspiration, like that of 

the Buddha, come from the spiritual plane and in this he remained characteristically Indian in the life of Gandhi, 

must be regarded as one of the most hopeful examples of that synthesis of Eastern and Western philosophic 

and….he combined in his personality all that is greatest and strongest and noblest in both East and West” [13].  

Ganesh tries to combine the followed principle of self-realization in his socio-religious and political life. But 

later he fails to synthesize them as his spiritual guide Gandhi did. Later, Ganesh realizes his inadequacy to take 

his religious activities along with his political and social aspirations. Going back to the history of Trinidad, it is 

true that Indian were looking for their cultural and social establishment in an alien land. For maintaining social 

order in the society, Indians takes resort to its philosophical and spiritual insight to provide their life a 
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meaningful stability. Ganesh‟s wish to combine east and west hardy finds it final reach; Because East mystical 

experience is different than that of western. Naipaul attributes mystical experience of Ganesh because he is in 

predicaments and chose it as a medium to combat opposite socio-political powers of the new land.  Western 

world does not exist as per the expectation of an easterner like Ganesh, and at last, the domination of western 

culture propelled him away from its spiritual insight. Yet, author does not portrays its characters fully success in 

the western world; his eastern thoughts seem to be dominated by western perspective and  life style which 

ultimately leaves characters in a wilderness condition of cultural crisis. Naipaul without giving further progress 

of life of Ganesh ends the text when he finds him in same attire as a Brahmin or a mystic that he aspires and 

leads it. Ganesh effort to reconciliate east and west exposes individual compromise in new land. Through the 

mystical experience of Bhagavad Gita, Ganesh as well as its creator seeks to explore their changing 

consciousness in their new world.  Ganesh becomes a mystic when he finds that, “Trinidad was crying out for 

one” (p.193). He finds himself able to provide his people „spiritual solace‟ and help them to arouse their „Sensa 

value‟ because he is, “the only true mystic in the island” (p.128). Thus, the life of Ganesh is a reflection of 

Trinidadian social evolution in the constant presence of cultural crisis. Naipaul has highlighted the colonial 

wilderness in a new place which propelled Ganesh to take resort in intellectual pursuit. The persuasion of 

Ganesh for knowledge and identity seem to him possible only following the intellectual way to life. His all 

effort is not only to synthesize the east and west philosophy but also a remedial cure for displaced people. The 

episode „Bhagwat Katha a seven days prayer meeting activity‟ in the novel is a clear representation of religious 

practices of displaced Indian to connect with their pristine old culture. The success of Ganesh is the success of 

Indian mysticism in a new world. In order to escape from cultural wilderness, Ganesh always tries to maintain a 

balance between his previous life and new social life. Ganesh‟s firm belief in dharma (faith) enables people of 

Trinidad to take foreword to, „Road to success‟ establishes a Hindu mystic world in decadent land. 

Naipaul‟s characters like Biswas, Tulsi family and Ganesh are not only who follow the religious practices and 

teaching of Indian scriptures but also his father, See Prasad Naipaul and his first wife, Patricia Hale. In the time 

of separation, author seeks shelter in Indian Sanskrit and its most venerated epics. Patric French reveals in his 

biography about the life of Patricia, when finds life, “meaning less and unutterably dead … she read the Sanskrit 

epics the Mahabharata” [14] to lessen her pain of separation from the young author. This importance of Indian 

scriptures and epic lies in Naipaul‟s subconscious-self which propels him to weave his fictive theme around 

Indian culture, but the western upbringing and perspective seem equally dominant when his characters reflect 

ambivalent approach to diverse cultures. The theme of his two fictions revolve around eastern and western 

cultural set up, where cultural crisis is persistent in form of dominance of one perspective over other which 

ultimately leave his characters unsatisfied in the world.    

 

III. SUMMARY:  

Cultural crisis is the result of failure in assimilation among diverse ethnic groups in diasporic context. This 

paper mainly highlights the concept of two different perspectives of alienated people one is their native culture 

and second is alien land. Naipaul describes Indian religious practices and mysticism which is not only manifests 
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author‟s subconscious affinity with his ancestral root but also unveils the Brahmin sensibility lies in him. It also 

presents author‟s dilemma of detached people in a new ambience who look to their old culture as a hope to 

survive and retain cultural identity in new land. In contrast, Naipaul‟s upbringing in western world, where he 

lives a double life, neither completely Western not Eastern provides an ambivalent outlook to both cultures. The 

impact of Western culture forms his perspective that compels him to analyses and observes Indian culture as a 

westerner via different parameters and finds many flaws in it.  Despite that, his efforts of mingling both cultural 

values and portraiture of various facets of Eastern and Western world makes him a unique persona of Diaspora-

literature.   
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